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The kinetics of aggregation in a monolayer of dipolar particles are studied using stochastic dynamics
computer simulations. Transient concentrations of end defects (at low density) and Y-shaped defects (at
high density) clearly exceed those at equilibrium. Although very large dipole moments are expected to
disfavor such defects at equilibrium, it is found that the transient defect concentrations increase with
increasing dipole moment. The results suggest that the conditions for defect-driven condensation—as
proposed by Tlusty and Safran [T. Tlusty and S. A. Safran, Science 290, 1328 (2000)]—could be met by
kinetic trapping, giving rise to a metastable phase transition between isotropic fluid phases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.107202 PACS numbers: 75.50.Mm, 82.20.Wt, 82.70.Dd

The structure, phase behavior, and dynamics of strongly
interacting, dipolar fluids present considerable challenges
to soft-matter physics. The most common realization of a
dipolar fluid is a ferromagnetic colloidal suspension, or
ferrofluid. In the ideal case, this consists of spherical,
homogeneously magnetized monodisperse particles with
diameters �10 nm, sterically stabilized and immersed in a
nonpolar solvent. The resulting colloidal interactions are
caricatured by the widely studied dipolar hard sphere fluid.
Despite almost four decades of intensive experimental,
theoretical, and simulation study [1,2], at least one out-
standing question remains to be answered definitively: are
point dipolar interactions alone sufficient to drive vapor-
liquid phase separation? On the one hand, the Boltzmann-
weighted, angle average of the dipole-dipole potential
gives (to leading order) an isotropic, attractive pair poten-
tial that varies like �1=r6, where r is the interparticle
separation; this is expected to produce conventional con-
densation behavior [3]. On the other hand, simulations
show that conventional condensation is preempted by
strong aggregation, driven at low temperatures by the
energetically favorable ‘‘nose-to-tail’’ conformation [4].
If phase separation occurs in 3D, then it is of a rather
unusual nature; simulations suggest that the low-density
phase mainly consists of chainlike aggregates, while the
high-density phase resembles a network of interconnected
segments [5]. One possible scenario involves a defect-
mediated phase transition [6] in which the chains’ defects
are the singly connected particles at the chain ends (‘‘end
defects’’), while the network’s defects predominantly con-
sist of particles with three near neighbors in a Y-shaped
conformation (‘‘Y defects’’).

Recently, 2D dipolar fluids (with 3D magnetostatics)
have received attention due to the possibility of directly
imaging aggregation in thin films using cryogenic trans-
mission electron microscopy [7–9]. The equilibrium struc-
ture [10,11] and dynamics [12] of 2D dipolar fluids have
been studied in detail using computer simulations. At low
density and low temperature (or large dipole moment), the
dominant structural motifs are isolated chains and rings,

while the high-density structure consists of a labyrinthine
network of long chains (forming a ‘‘disordered lamellar’’
structure). There has never been any suggestion of a vapor-
liquid phase transition in the 2D system, although end and
Y defects are observed at equilibrium when the density and
dipole moment are not too large; very large dipole mo-
ments disfavor Y defects because they are not ground-state
conformations, while the excluded volume of Y defects
means that the disordered lamellar structure is favored at
very high densities. Note, however, that a transition be-
tween isolated and system-spanning clusters at low density
has recently been characterized [13].

This Letter reports the first simulation study of the
aggregation process in monolayers of strongly dipolar
particles. Starting from equilibrated configurations of non-
polar particles, cluster formation is monitored after the
dipoles are ‘‘switched on’’. The main findings are that
high transient concentrations of end and Y defects are
observed in aggregating systems with large dipole mo-
ments, and that these transient concentrations are always
higher than the equilibrium values seen with smaller dipole
moments. This suggests that the necessary conditions for
defect-driven dipolar condensation might best be met by
kinetically trapping transient, highly defective configura-
tions. The results yield new insights on the properties of
two-dimensional dipolar fluids, and, significantly, suggest
a new strategy for realizing defect-driven condensations in
the laboratory.

The system is modeled as a monolayer of monodisperse
dipolar soft spheres. The interparticle potential is given by

 u�r;�1;�2� � 4�
�
�
r

�
12
�
�1 ��2

r3 �
3��1 � r���2 � r�

r5
;

(1)

where � is an energy parameter, � is the sphere diameter,
�i is the dipole vector on particle i, r is the interparticle
separation vector, and r � jrj. To maintain a constant
temperature in a physically relevant way, stochastic dy-
namics (as opposed to molecular dynamics) simulations
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were performed according to the integrated Langevin
equations [14]

 r i�t� �t� � ri�t� �
Dt

0

kBT
Fi�t� �W t

i; (2)

 �̂ i�t� �t� � �̂i�t� �
Dr

0

kBT
Ti ^ �̂i�t��t� �W

r
i ^ �̂i�t�;

(3)

where Fi (Ti) is the net force (torque) acting on dipole i at
time t, �̂i � �i=� is a unit dipole orientation vector
(renormalized after each time step), �t is the integration
time step, and Dt

0 (Dr
0) is the translational (rotational)

diffusion constant at infinite dilution. The components of
the 2D vector �W t

i and the 3D vector �Wr
i were generated

independently from Gaussian distributions subject to the
conditions h�W t

ii� h�W
r
i i�0, h�W t

i � �W
t
ji � 4Dt

0�t�ij,
and h�Wr

i � �W
r
ji � 6Dr

0�t�ij. In this scheme the short-
time inertial dynamics are suppressed, but this is appro-
priate because with large dipole moments, single-particle
motions occur on time scales (in reduced units) of order 1
[12], while the collective motions of interest here are
orders of magnitude slower.

In all simulations, the integration time step was �t� �

0:01, where the reduced time is t� � t=� and � ����������������
m�2=�

p
. Results are presented for N � 1024 particles in

an L	 L simulation cell (with periodic boundary condi-
tions) at densities 0:1 
 �� � N�2=L2 
 0:5, and with

dipole moments 2 
 �� �
�����������������
�2=��3

p

 2:75; the tem-

perature T� � kBT=� � 1 throughout. Characteristic dif-
fusion constants were estimated from the (stick) Stokes-
Einstein laws yielding Dt

0 � kBT=3��� ’ 4	
10�11 m2 s�1 and Dr

0 � kBT=��� ’ 1	 106 s�1 for
spherical particles with � � 10 nm in a solvent of viscos-
ity � � 10�3 Pa s at temperature T � 300 K; the dimen-
sionless quantities Dt

0�=�
2 � 0:004 and Dr

0� � 0:01 were
obtained using the mass of a 10 nm sphere with mass
density �8000 kg m�3 (typical for iron or cobalt) and
energy parameter � � kBT. Self-assembly was initiated
from configurations equilibrated with �� � 0. For each
density studied, five independent runs with different initial
configurations were conducted and the results for each
density were averaged, although the separate runs pro-
duced essentially identical results. The configurational
temperatures associated with the positions and orientations
of the particles were measured independently [15,16]. In
each case the instantaneous configurational temperatures
fluctuated about T� � 1, with rms deviations of about 0.1,
throughout the self-assembly process.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows representative results for the
different types of clusters that form in fluids with large
dipole moments (�� � 2:75), and at low and high densities
(�� � 0:1 and �� � 0:5). Two neighboring particles are
considered to belong to the same cluster if u�r;�1;�2� 

�0:6��2 [17]. Clusters were classified as either chains

(including monomers), rings, or ‘‘X=Y defect clusters’’
containing at least one particle with three (Y) or four (X)
neighbors (particles with five or more neighbors were not
observed). At low density (�� � 0:1) the most common
cluster is chainlike, followed by rings and then X=Y defect
clusters. Chains are also favored at high density (�� �
0:5), but X=Y defect clusters outnumber rings, and show
a strong peak at t� � 10; at equilibrium, the numbers of
chains, rings, and X=Y defect clusters become comparable
(and very small as the system undergoes almost complete
aggregation). ‘‘Equilibrium’’ fluid structures at both den-
sities are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). These two densities
represent distinct regimes of aggregation behavior and will
be considered separately.

Figure 3 shows the fractions of particles with n nearest
neighbors, xn, at time t during the aggregation processes at
density �� � 0:1 and with dipole moments �� � 2, 2.25,
2.5, and 2.75. The monomer fraction—x0—indicates that
complete clustering is only established at equilibrium with
�� � 2:5. With �� 
 2:25, x1 (signaling end defects) in-
creases to a finite equilibrium value. With larger dipole
moments (�� � 2:5) x1 shows strong maxima at t� � 102;
note that these maxima exceed all of the equilibrium values
seen at smaller dipole moments (�� 
 2:25). The equilib-
rium values of x2 indicate that extensive chaining (beyond
dimers) occurs only when�� � 2:5. At this low density, x3

(signaling Y defects) is insignificant at all dipole moments;
particles with four neighbors (X defects, not shown) are
essentially absent. The lack of defect clusters suggests that
aggregation proceeds by the sequential addition of parti-
cles or other small chains to the ends of existing chains,
some of which fold up to form rings.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Cluster properties in systems with �� �
2:75: numbers of clusters at (a) �� � 0:1 and (b) �� � 0:5,
classified as chains (black circles), rings (red squares), and
X=Y defect clusters (green diamonds); (c) fraction of particles
with one near neighbor and (d) fraction of particles with three
near neighbors in fluids at densities �� � 0:1 (black circles),
�� � 0:2 (red squares), �� � 0:3 (green diamonds), and �� �
0:5 (blue triangles).
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Results for xn at a high density of �� � 0:5 are shown in
Fig. 4. The equilibrium values of x0 and x2 show that the
degree of chaining at equilibrium increases with increasing
dipole moment, for obvious reasons. x1 exhibits maxima at
t� � 10, while the equilibrium values decrease with in-
creasing dipole moment, reflecting the energetic penalty
of ‘‘dangling bonds’’. The behavior of x3 depends sensi-
tively on the dipole moment. With �� 
 2:25, x3 increases
from zero and plateaus at a value in the region of 0.05. At
high density, even nonpolar particles are likely to have
several near neighbors, some of which by chance may be
oriented in such a way that when the dipoles are switched
on, they cluster around a single particle to produce a Y
defect. With small dipole moments, the energetic penalty
of this configuration is not so severe, and the defect may

persist at equilibrium. With larger dipole moments (�� �
2:5), however, x3 shows strong maxima at t� � 60, and
then tails off to values less than 0.05; significantly, the
maxima are approximately two-thirds larger than the equi-
librium values seen with smaller dipole moments. X de-
fects (signaled by x4) are at least an order of magnitude less
numerous than Y defects, and are hence insignificant.
These results suggest that larger dipole moments promote
the initial formation of Y defects (as described above), but
that since the associated Boltzmann weight of this configu-
ration is not optimal, the Y defects ‘‘anneal out’’ to form
the disordered lamellar phase as the fluid approaches
equilibrium.

Defect-driven condensation involves a low-density
phase rich in end defects, and a high-density phase rich
in Y defects. It is therefore instructive to consider the
equilibrium values of x1, x2, and x3 at low density (�� �
0:1) and high density (�� � 0:5), as shown in Table I. With
small dipole moments (�� 
 2:25), the end-defect con-
centrations at �� � 0:1 are significant (�0:3), while the
Y-defect concentrations at �� � 0:5 are relatively small
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FIG. 3 (color online). Fractions of particles, xn, with n neigh-
bors during the aggregation process at density �� � 0:1 and with
dipole moments �� � 2 (black circles), �� � 2:25 (red
squares), �� � 2:5 (green diamonds), and �� � 2:75 (blue
triangles): (a) x0; (b) x1; (c) x2; (d) x3.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Fractions of particles, xn, with n neigh-
bors during aggregation processes at density �� � 0:5 and dipole
moments �� � 2 (black circles), �� � 2:25 (red squares), �� �
2:5 (green diamonds), and �� � 2:75 (blue triangles): (a) x0;
(b) x1; (c) x2; (d) x3 (filled symbols) and x4 (open symbols).

TABLE I. Equilibrium (t� � 1) and transient values of x1, x2,
and x3 at densities of �� � 0:1 and �� � 0:5, and at various
dipole moments.

�� � 0:1 �� � 0:5
�� t� x1 x2 x3 x1 x2 x3

2 1 0.29 0.08 <0:01 0.40 0.41 0.05
2.25 1 0.32 0.32 <0:01 0.28 0.60 0.06
2.5 1 <0:15 >0:73 <0:01 <0:10 >0:85 <0:04
2.75 1 <0:06 >0:87 <0:01 <0:02 >0:94 <0:02
2.5 100 0.40 0.16 <0:01 0.17 0.71 0.09
2.75 80 0.43 0.19 <0:01 0.14 0.74 0.10

(a)  
µ*=2.75, ρ*=0.1, t*=104

(b)  
µ*=2.75, ρ*=0.5, t*=104

(c)  
µ*=2.25, ρ*=0.1, t*=104

(d)  
µ*=2.25, ρ*=0.5, t*=104

(e)  
µ*=2.75, ρ*=0.1, t*=80

(f)  
µ*=2.75, ρ*=0.5, t*=80

FIG. 2. Instantaneous configurations at various densities, di-
pole moments, and times. The black lines between particles
denote ‘‘bonds‘‘ identified using the energy criterion.
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(�0:05). With larger dipole moments (�� � 2:5) the equi-
librium end-defect and Y-defect concentrations become
negligible. (With these large dipole moments, the approach
to equilibrium is extremely slow, hence the inequality signs
in Table I). This provides an explanation of why an equi-
librium defect-driven condensation has not been observed
in 2D dipolar fluids: at all dipole moments (or tempera-
tures) there are insufficient concentrations of end defects
and Y defects in the low-density and high-density states,
respectively.

Transient defect concentrations with �� � 2:5 and
�� � 2:75 are also reported in Table I. In each case times
are selected roughly halfway in between the positions of
the peaks in x1 at low density [Fig. 3(b)] and x3 at high
density [Fig. 4(d)]. The key point is that the transient end-
defect concentration (at low density) and Y-defect concen-
tration (at high density) are simultaneously greater than the
equilibrium values with smaller dipole moments. In addi-
tion, the transient end-defect concentrations in the high-
density fluid are much smaller with �� � 2:5 than are the
equilibrium concentrations with �� 
 2:25. These find-
ings can be made more tangible by looking at simulation
snapshots. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) shows equilibrium struc-
tures with �� � 2:25, and �� � 0:1 and �� � 0:5; these
are to be compared with the transient configurations at the
same densities, but with �� � 2:75 [Figs. 2(e) and 2(f)].

Thus far, only two densities have been considered, but in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) are shown x1 and x3 for fluids with
dipole moment�� � 2:75, and at a selection of densities in
the range 0:1 
 �� 
 0:5. x1 peaks earlier and x3 shows
stronger maxima as the density is increased, due to the
particles being in closer proximity when the dipoles are
first switched on. It is clear that the extremes of this density
range correspond to quite distinct regimes of aggregation
behavior.

In summary, at low density aggregation proceeds
through the formation of chains, some of which go on to
form rings; above a critical dipole moment (in the range
��c � 2:25–2:5) transient concentrations of end defects
exceed the equilibrium values observed with smaller di-
pole moments. At high density, increasing the dipole mo-
ment leads to a reduction (enhancement) of the equilibrium
(transient) Y-defect concentration. When�� >��c, there is
a time window in which the concentrations of end defects
in the low-density fluid (�� � 0:1) and Y defects in the
high-density fluid (�� � 0:5) are simultaneously close to
their maximal values. Such defects are precisely those
implicated in the defect-driven condensation of dipolar
fluids [6]. It might therefore be possible to access a meta-
stable phase separation, even in thin films where no equi-
librium transition is expected, through kinetic stabilization
of end defects (characterizing the low-density phase) and Y
defects (characterizing the high-density phase). For in-
stance, in ferrofluids a rapid temperature quench could

freeze the carrier solvent and trap transient defects.
Alternatively, the addition of a strong short-range isotropic
attraction (e.g., chemically, or with added polymer to
induce depletion forces) might stabilize defects. In this
scenario, the long-range dipolar interactions drive the ini-
tial formation of small clusters with end and Y defects,
while the short-range isotropic attractions preclude subse-
quent reorganization into the equilibrium structures. The
relative ease with which 2D dipolar systems can be imaged
directly may offer the best hope yet of realizing such a
transition in the laboratory.
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